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Lesson 1
Monday 18th January 2021

LO: To write an acrostic poem.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BY-k9_LpnMM






Chapter 4 Viking Boy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJwzfa8HYgY

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJwzfa8HYgY


Acrostic poem

Today we are going to write an acrostic poem about the 
Valkyries.

What is an acrostic poem?



An acrostic poem is a poem where each line begins with a letter which spells a 
word vertically. E.g.



What words to do with the 
Valkyries can we think of 
that begin with these 
letters?

Viking, valiant, Valhalla, 
Valkyrie

Awesome, angelic  etc
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Model Valkyries

Valhalla waits for heroes

Across the skies they fly to collect

Lost souls of warriors.

Killed in battle

Young or old, brave and strong,

Rounded up by Valkyries

In Valhalla they will rest

Eternal glory for the fallen warriors

Safe and sound at last.



In your books, you are going to write an acrostic poem for 
VALKYRIES.

Make sure you spell it correctly!

Once you have finished, write acrostic poems for:

VIKINGS,  VALHALLA,   GUNNAR
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Lesson 2
Tuesday 19th January 2021

LO: To write a rhyming poem.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=48z7nQaehWI




Rhyming poems

What do we know about rhyming poems?

What types of rhyming poems are there?



Which lines rhyme in 
this poem? 

Is it the same in every 
stanza?

How many lines in each 
stanza?



Come up with a rhyming word bank to do with the Vikings.

See if you can find rhymes for these words, and more:

Sing   (ring, bring, king)             Sail

Raid                                           Old

Boy                                            Boat

Attack                                       Fight



Your task

You are going to write a rhyming poem about the story so 
far.

Think about how many lines you want in a stanza, and which 
lines you want to rhyme.

Use a thesaurus and your rhyme banks to help you.

When you are writing, read it back to yourself. Is the 
rhythm right? Do the words rhyme? Does it sound good?



Model

The story starts with Gunnar,
Our curious Viking boy,
His mother Helga and father Bjorn
Are a family full of joy.

Until one day a visit comes
From Skuli, far away,
They tell Bjorn of raiders
Who will steal their land one day.

One night a fire is started
In the longhouse after dark,
Gunnar awakes to smell the smoke
That started from a spark.

Attack! Attack! The fight breaks out
The Wolf Men start to kill
Bjorn strikes back and gets revenge,
Now bodies lie there still.

Skuli leads the Wolf Pack
He and Bjorn begin to duel,
But Bjorn is struck by an arrow,
His fight has no more fuel.

Gunnar swears an oath that he
Will avenge his noble dad,
But Skuli laughs at Gunnar,
“He’s just a boy, he must be mad!”

Suddenly all heads look up,
Winged black beasts fly high,
They take Bjorn’s body with them
To Valhalla in the sky.

Gunnar knows he must escape
Odin, guide the way,
Teach the boy to be a warrior
So Gunnar can save the day.



Success Criteria

Capital letters, punctuation

Same number of lines in each stanza 

Rhyming words at the end of the line

Regular rhyme scheme

Tells the story so far
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Lesson 3
Wednesday 20th January 2021

LO: To write poems using 
Kennings



A kenning is a way of describing something       
using clues rather than just saying what it is.                                        

Each line is two words long 
(not including the ‘a’).

A heat giver
A light maker



The word kenning comes from a Viking 
phrase which means:

“A two worded phrase describing  an object, 
emotion, person or animal”

It is like a ‘mini riddle’ used to describe 
something.



Here are some one line kennings 
that you may have heard:
● Milk Guzzler

● Motor mouth

● Tree swinger

● Book worm

What do you think they are describing?



Here is an example of a kenning about a cat:

A paw licker
A day dreamer
A milk drinker
A ball chaser
A dog hater
A mouse chaser
A stroke lover



Lets see if you can guess what these kennings 
are describing

A great jumper
A water drinker
A straw eater
A strong walker
A race runner



A ball chaser
A crowd pleaser
A pitch diver
A corner taker
A goal scorer
A mate hugger



A word holder
A story teller
A best seller
A page turner
A cliff hanger
A fantasy holder



For your kennings I want you to follow this pattern:

Start each kenning with ‘A’.

Then you need to use a noun = thing, person, place

Finally you need to link the noun with a verb (doing word) and add 
‘er’ on the end. This turns it into an ‘er’ noun.

e.g.    A music player
              A text sender
                A people connector
What could this be?
   



Think about what the subject does, eats, how it moves etc.
For example a baby – I’ve listed a few things that remind me of a baby:

✔Never quiet
✔Blows raspberries
✔Has a dummy
✔Drinks milk
✔Doesn’t want Mummy and Daddy to sleep

This becomes…………



A peace breaker
A raspberry blower
A dummy sucker
A milk drinker guzzler
A sleep depriver



There were lots of Kennings in Beowulf!

Let’s look at a couple of them. Do you 
remember/can you work out who they are 
describing?

‘the night stalker’
‘loathsome destroyer’

Can you think of any more kennings to describe this 
character?



Today, you are going to write FOUR short poems
●1: An animal of your choice
●2: Gunnar
●3: Skuli
●4: The Valkyries

●Each poem must include 5 Kennings about the 
character



Model - Skuli

A sword-swinger
A raid-starter
A lie-teller
A life-taker
A death-bringer
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Lesson 4
Thursday 21st January 2021

LO: To write a shape poem.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BY-k9_LpnMM


What is a shape poem?

A shape poem is a poem about something, which is presented in 
the shape of the topic of the poem. 

Examples on the next slides:







Today, you are going to write your own shape poem, about 
something to do with the Vikings.

It could be a sword, a shield, a warrior, a coin, or anything else 
which links to the Vikings. 

You may want to write your poem first, and then present it in the 
shape. You can draw your shape in pencil first and then fill it in.

There is an example on the next slide of a shape poem about a 
Viking helmet.
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Lesson 5
Friday 22nd January 2021

LO: To understand and 
write Haiku poetry.



What is a Haiku?

•Japanese poetry
•3 lines long
•Fixed pattern of syllables
•Usually about nature



Syllables

•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvcgVRULaWw
&feature=emb_logo

•How many syllables are in your name?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvcgVRULaWw&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TvcgVRULaWw&feature=emb_logo


What am I? Haiku

Green and speckled legs,
Hop on logs and lily pads

Splash in cool water.

How many syllables are in each line of the Haiku? 



What am I? Haiku

Green and speckled legs,   5 syllables
Hop on logs and lily pads     7 syllables

Splash in cool water.    5 syllables

How many syllables are in each line of the Haiku? 



Matsuo Bashō (1644-1694)

He was the most 
famous poet of the 
Edo period in Japan.

Today he is 
recognized as the 
greatest master of 
Haiku.



Bashō Haikus

Mountain-rose petals
falling, falling, falling now . . .
Waterfall music

Seas are wild tonight . . .
stretching over Sado Island
Silent clouds of stars



Haiku – Tree

5   Blowing in the wind

7 Leaves and branches 
swaying slow

5 Trunk stands strong and 
still



Spring

What words can you think of 
to describe Spring?



Summer



Autumn



Winter





Model - Spring
Flowers start to bloom
After long dark nights below
Colour comes again

Model – Autumn
Reds and browns surround
Crunchy leaves below my feet
Sunset in the trees

Success Criteria
About nature

3 lines 

5, 7, 5 syllable pattern



You are going to write a Haiku for each of the 4 seasons. Use the 
pictures on the slides to help you with your ideas from each season.



Have a lovely weekend!
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